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Abstract
Periodicity of matrices in max-algebra is studied. A necessary and sucient condition is
found for a given matrix to be almost periodic. The period of a matrix is shown to be the
least common multiple of the high periods of all non-trivial highly connected components in the
corresponding digraph of A. An O(n3) algorithm for computing the exact value of the matrix
period for a given matrix is described. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 04A72; secondary 05C50; 15A33
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1. Introduction
Discrete dynamic systems and their properties in extremal algebras (max{min al-
gebra with operations max and min and max-algebra with operations max and plus)
were studied in [2,19].
The periodic behaviour of discrete dynamic systems depends on matrix and orbit
periods of the corresponding transition matrix and state vector. The periodicity problems
in max{min algebra were studied in [5{12], where relevant polynomial algorithms
were described. The computational complexity of the algorithms was determined and
several NP-complete cases were found. The problems connected with periodicity in
max-algebra are presented in [3,4,13{16].
It was shown in [16] that the value of the matrix period in max-algebra for a given
matrix A 2 W(n; n) with zero-weight cycles can be computed as the least common
multiple of the periods of non-trivial strongly connected components of the digraph
G(A). An O(n3) algorithm for verifying the cycle-condition for a given matrix and for
computing the exact value of the matrix period in the positive case are described.
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In this paper we describe a more general case of a matrix period in max-algebra.
Namely, we present in Theorem 3.1 a necessary and sucient condition for a given
matrix A 2 W(n; n) to be almost periodic. An O(n3) algorithm for computing the
matrix period is suggested in Theorem 3.5.
2. Denitions
For simpler notation of index sets we shall use the convention by which any natural
number n is considered as the set of all smaller natural numbers, i.e. n=f0; 1; : : : ; n−1g.
The set of all natural numbers is denoted by N . If S is a nite subset of N , then
the greatest common divisor and the least common multiple of S are denoted by the
abbrevations gcd S and lcm S, respectively. For natural numbers a; b if a divides b, we
use the notation a j b.
Denition 2.1. The max-algebra W is a triple (W; ; ⊗), where W denotes the set
of all real numbers with added element =−1 and ;⊗ are the binary operations of
maximum and plus, respectively, onW. For any natural n> 0;W(n; n) denotes the set
of all square matrices of order n over W. The matrix operations over W are dened
formally in the same way (with respect to ;⊗) as the matrix operations over any
eld. The rth power of a matrix A is denoted by A(r), with elements a(r)ij .
Denition 2.2. For a given matrix A 2W(n; n) we dene the digraph (directed graph)
G(A)=(V; E) with node set n=f0; 1; : : : ; n−1g and with arcs (i; j) having nite weights
aij. For any pair (i; j) with aij = , there is no arc from i to j in G(A). A path in the
digraph G(A) = (V; E) is a sequence of nodes p= (i0; i1; : : : ; ir) such that (it ; it+1) 2 E
for any t 2 r. The number r is called the length of p and is denoted by jpj. If
i0 = ir , then p is called a cycle. An elementary path is a path without repetitions,
an elementary cycle admits only one repetition i0 = ir . The process of replacing a
cycle (nk ; n1; n2; : : : ; nk) in a path with repetitions by the single node nk will be called
cycle-deletion. For any natural r and for any i; j 2 n, we denote by P(r)G(A)(i; j) the set
of all paths in G(A), of length r, beginning in node i and ending in node j. The union
of all P(r)G(A)(i; j) for r 2 N will be denoted by PG(A)(i; j). For p;p0 2 PG(A)(i; j), we
say that the path p0 is a cycle-extension of p, in notation pc p0, if p can be created
from p0 by nitely many cycle-deletions. The weight of a path (or cycle), denoted by
w(p), is the sum of the weights of its arcs. The ratio of the weight of a cycle c, with
the positive length, to its length denoted by w(c) is the mean value of the cycle. The
maximal cycle-mean value in G(A) is denoted by (A).
Denition 2.3. If G(A) = (V; E) is a digraph, then a subdigraph K = (K; E \ K2)
generated by a non-empty subset K V such that any two nodes i; j 2 K are contained
in a common cycle, and K is a maximal subset with this property, is a strongly
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connected component of G(A). The set of all strongly connected components of G(A)
is denoted by SCCG(A):K is called non-trivial, if there is a cycle of a positive length
in K. In the opposite case, K is called trivial. By SCCG(A) we denote the set
of all non-trivial strongly connected components of G(A). For any K 2 SCCG(A)
the maximal cycle-mean value in K is denoted by (K) and the period of K is
dened as
per(K) = gcdfjcj; c is a cycle in K; jcj> 0g:
We say that two nodes i; j 2 G(A) are highly connected, in notation: i h j, if
i; j are contained in a cycle c with maximal cycle mean value w(c) = (A). The
subdigraphs induced by the equivalence classes of the reexive hull of h are called
highly connected components in G(A), the set of all such components is denoted by
HCCG(A). A component K 2 HCCG(A) is called trivial, if K contains no cycle
of positive length with cycle mean value equal to (A). The set of all non-trivial
components K 2 HCCG(A) is denoted by HCCG(A). For any K 2 HCCG(A), the
high period of K is dened as
hper(K) = gcdfjcj; c is a cycle in K; jcj> 0; w(c) = (A)g:
If K is trivial, then hper(K) = 0.
Denition 2.4. We say that A 2 W(n; n) is almost periodic, if for all i; j 2 n, the
sequence aij = (a
(r)
ij ; r 2 N+) is almost periodic, i.e.
(9p> 0) (9R) (8r >R) a(r+p)ij = a(r)ij :
The smallest p with this property we call the period of aij and denote by per(a

ij). The
period of A is dened as per(A) = lcmfper(aij); i; j 2 ng.
The relation between the powers of a given matrix A 2 W(n; n) and the paths in
the corresponding digraph is formulated in the next lemma, proved in [2].
Lemma 2.1. Let A 2W(n; n); r 2 N+; i; j 2 n. Then
a(r)ij =maxfw(p); p 2 P(r)G(A)(i; j)g:
3. Computing matrix period
In Theorem 3.1 we prove a necessary and sucient condition for a given matrix
A 2W(n; n) with digraph G(A) to be almost periodic. Further we show in Theorem 3.4
that the period of A is the least common multiple of the high periods of all non-trivial
highly connected components in the digraph G(A), and nally we describe in Theorem
3.5 an O(n3) algorithm for deciding whether a given matrix is almost periodic and for
computing the exact value of the matrix period in the positive case.
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Theorem 3.1. Let A 2W(n; n); then the statements
(i) A is almost periodic;
(ii) (8K 2 SCCG(A))(K) = 0
are equivalent.
Proof. We prove rst the implication (i)) (ii) in the form @(ii))@(i). Let there
be a non-trivial strongly connected component K with (K) 6= 0. We shall prove that
A is not almost periodic.
Case 1: Let (K)> 0 for some K 2 SCCG(A). Then there is a cycle c in K
with w(c) = (K) of the length jcj= r0. This implies
(9i 2 n)a(r0)ii = w(c):
Since, the weight of the cycle c is positive, we can create a innite sequence (a(kr0)ii ; k 2
N ), which is a lower bounded by an increasing sequence. As a consequence, the matrix
A is not almost periodic.
Case 2: Let (K)< 0 for some K 2 SCCG(A). Analogously as in Case 1 we
can create a decreasing sequence (a(kr0)ii ; k 2 N ), what implies that the matrix A is not
almost periodic.
Now we prove the converse implication (ii) ) (i).
Let us suppose (8K 2 SCCG(A))(K) = 0. We shall prove that A is almost
periodic.
We denote
dK = hper(K) for any K 2 HCCG(A)
and
d = lcmfdK; K 2 HCCG(A)g:
The proof will be completed by Lemma 3.2.
Lemma 3.2. If (8K 2 SCCG(A))(K) = 0; then for any i; j 2 n; the sequence aij
is almost periodic and per(aij) jd.
Proof. Let i; j 2 n be arbitrary, but xed. We denote by P the set of all elementary
paths from i to j. For any p 2 P we dene a sequence ap by setting, for any r 2 N ,
a(r)p :=maxfw(p0); p0 2 P(r)G(A)(i; j); pc p0g:
Then,
(i) aij =maxfap; p 2 Pg
(ii) For any p 2 P, the sequence ap is almost periodic and per(ap) jd.
Proof of statement (i). Any path p0 2 P(r)G(A)(i; j) can be reduced by cycle-deletions
to an elementary path p 2 P. By using Lemma 2.1 we obtain, for r 2 N ,
a(r)ij =maxfw(p0); p0 2 P(r)G(A)(i; j); pc p0g
=maxfa(r)p ; p 2 Pg:
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Proof of statement (ii). For any k 2 d we dene
Ppk :=
n
p02P(r)G(A)(i; j); pc p0; r  k mod d; (9K2HCCG(A))K \ p0 6=;
o
apk :=maxfw(p0);p0 2 Ppkg:
The expression K \ p0 6= ; in the denition of Ppk means that K and p0 have a
common node.
In the calculation of apk it is sucient to consider only cycle-extensions p0 of an
elementary path p 2 P, which were created by inserting elementary cycles while each
elementary cycle has been used less than d times. Otherwise, we could replace the
path p0 by p00 by cycle-deletions, deleting d occurences of an elementary cycle, and
obtain pc p00c p0 with jp00j  jp0jmod d. Since the deleted cycles cannot have a
positive weight, because of the assumption (K) = 0; w(p0)6w(p00).
The set of all elementary cycles in G(A) is nite, thus apk is a maximum of a nite
set and so it is well-dened in W for every k 2 d, p 2 P.
Let k 2 d be xed. There are two possible cases.
Case 1: Let Ppk 6= ;, i.e. there exists a cycle-extension p0 of the path p, for which
jp0j  k mod d and for which (9K 2 HCCG(A))K \ p0 6= ;. Let p0 2 Ppk be
such a cycle-extension, with w(p0) = apk . By assumption, K \ p0 6= ; and without
any loss of generality we may assume that p0 visits all nodes in K. If this is not the
case we can extend p0 by a cycle c with w(c) = 0, such that c contains all nodes and
jcj is a multiple of d (any cycle can be taken d times). This implies that the path
p0 can be extended by combinations of cycles with w(c) = 0. Since dK = hper(K)
is the greatest common divisor of all such cycles, in view of the well known fact
from number theory, any large enough multiple of dK can be expressed as a linear
combination of the lengths of these cycles, with coecients from N . dKjd by the
denition of d and we can express in the same way, as described above, any large
enough multiple of d. Thus,
(9R) (8r >R; r  k mod d) (9p00 2 P(r)G(A)(i; j)) w(p00) = w(p0) = apk :
Up to now, it is proved that a(r)p >apk . For the converse inequality we use the fact
that the set of all elementary cycles meeting no K 2 HCCG(A) is nite and therefore
any cycle-extension p0 of p meeting no K 2 HCCG(A) does not inuence the values
of a(r)p , for r large enough, because p0 can contain only cycles with w(c)< 0.
Case 2: Let Ppk = ; i.e. there is no cycle-extension p0 of p, p0 6= p for which
jp0j  k mod d. Namely, if such a path p0 exists, then, since pc p0, there is a
strongly connected component K0, for which K0 \p0 6= ;. The assumption (K)= 0
for all K 2 SCCG(A) implies (9K 2 HCCG(A)) KK0. Since, K0 2 SCCG(A)
we can extend the path p0 to get a path p00, with K \ p00 6= ;, by inserting a proper
cycle d times into p0. Then jp00j  jp0j  k mod d, what is in contradiction with
Ppk = ;. Thus, in case 2, apk = maxf g = . Similarly we have a(r)p = , for r > jpj.
Namely, if there is a cycle-extension p0 such that jp0j  k mod d, jp0j> jpj, then p0
meets a strongly connected component K 2 SCCG(A) and by assumption (K) = 0
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K must contain a cycle c with w(c) = 0. By strong connectivity of K there is a
cycle-extension p00 of p0 such that jp0j  jp00jmod d and p00 contains c, what is in
contradiction with assumption Ppk = ;. We obtain
(9R= jpj) (8r >R; r  k mod d) apk = a(r)p = :
In both cases we have shown that a(r)p =apk , for all large enough r 2 N , r  k mod d.
The assertion of the lemma follows directly from statements (i) and (ii).
Lemma 3.3. If (8K 2 SCCG(A))(K) = 0; then for any K 2 HCCG(A); i 2K;
the sequence aii is almost periodic and per(a

ii) = dK.
Proof. We shall assume (K) = 0; for every K 2 SCCG(A). Let K 2 HCCG(A)
and i 2K be xed. By the argument of the Lemma 3.2, per(aii) jdK.
Now we prove that per(aii) cannot be smaller, in sense of divisibility, than dK. For
any k 2 dK; we dene
ak :=maxfw(p); p 2 P(r)G(A)(i; i); r  k mod dKg:
We can use the same way of reasoning as in Lemma 3.2 to show that
(9R) (8r >R; r  k mod dK) a(r)ii = ak :
By the denition of ak it is clear that ak = 0 when zero-weight cycles are used and
this is only for k=0, i.e. the length of these cycles is r  0mod dK, where dK is the
greatest common divisor of the lengths of all zero-weight cycles in K. This implies
ak

=0 if k = 0;
< 0 otherwise:
Thus per(aii) cannot be smaller than pK.
Theorem 3.4. Let A 2W(n; n) be almost periodic. Then
per(A) = lcmfhper(K); K 2 HCCG(A)g
Proof. If A 2W(n; n) is almost periodic, then by denition
per(A) = lcmfper(aij); i; j 2 ng:
Using Lemma 3.2 we obtain
lcmfper(aij); i; j;2 ng jd:
On the other hand,
d = lcmfdK; K 2 HCCG(A)g j lcmfper(aij); i 2 ng j per(A)
in view of Lemma 3.3. Thus per(A) = d.
Theorem 3.5. There is an O(n3) algorithm A; which decides for a given matrix
A 2W(n; n) whether A is almost periodic and computes per(A) in the positive case.
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Proof. The algorithm consists of three parts.
First, we shall nd the non-trivial strongly connected components of the digraph
G(A). We compute the weak-transitive closure of the given matrix A 2W(n; n)
(A) = A A(2)  A(3)    = (ij; i; j 2 n)
by Floyd{Warshall algorithm described in [18]. This can be done in O(n3) time. Nodes
i, j are contained in the same non-trivial strongly connected component if and only if
both ij and ji are nite.
Second, we shall compute the values (K) for all K 2 SCCG(A) by using the
Karp algorithm described in [2]. This can be done in O(n3) time.
Third, we shall compute per(A) by using the formula
per(A) = lcmfhper(K); K 2 HCCG(A)g: (3.1)
We shall nd the non-trivial highly connected components and compute the values
hper(K), for all K 2 HCCG(A). This can be done by the algorithm described by
Gavalec in [13] in O(n3) time. Then the computation of the exact value of per(A) uses
the formula.
lcmfa; bg= ab
gcdfa; bg
and the Euclid algorithm for computing gcdfa; bg for a; b 2 N . This part is done in
O(n log n) time.
The next example shows a periodic matrix A 2 W(5; 5) with the corresponding
digraph G(A). For simplicity, the  values in A and (A) are replaced by dots.
Example 1.
A=
2
66666664
: −2 : : : :
2 : 3 : : :
: : : 0 : :
: : −1 : 1 0
: : −1 : : :
: : : −1 : :
3
77777775
; (A) =
2
66666664
0 −2 1 1 2 1
2 0 3 3 4 3
: : 0 0 1 0
: : 0 0 1 0
: : −1 −1 0 −1
: : −1 −1 0 −1
3
77777775
:
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There are two non-trivial highly connected componentsK0=f0; 1g andK1=f2; 3; 4g
in the digraph G(A). The node 5 is not contained in any zero-weight cycle i.e. it is
not contained in any non-trivial highly connected component of G(A). The values of
the high periods of K0 and K1 are
dK0 = hper(K0) = 2;
dK1 = hper(K1) = 3:
By using Formula (3.1) we obtain the period of the given matrix A as
per(A) = lcmf2; 3g= 6:
Appendix
For reader’s convenience we sketch here the main idea of the algorithm for nding
all components K 2 HCCG(A) and computing the periods hper(K), as proposed in
[13]. The algorithm A is based on two lemmas.
Lemma A.1 (Gavalec [13]). Let (A) = 0; K 2 HCCG(A). If an arc e 2 E(K) is
not contained in a zero-cycle; then hper(K) = hper(K− e).
Lemma A.2 (Gavalec [13]). Let (A) = 0; K 2 HCCG(A). If every arc e 2 E(K)
is contained in some zero-cycle; then the mean value of any cycle in K is zero and
hper(K) = per(K).
The algorithm A uses the weak transitive closure
(A) = A A(2)  A(3)    = (ij; i; j 2 n);
computed in O(n3) time. The rest of the computation is done in O(n2). The components
in HCCG(A) are found by using the fact that, for i 6= j, i h j if and only if ij+ji=0.
In each K 2 HCCG(A), the arcs (i; j) which are not contained in a zero-cycle are
found by the condition aij + ji < 0. After deleting all such arcs, the component K
has been reduced to a component K0 (both K, K0 have the same node set). By
Lemma A.2, we can compute hper(K) = per(K0) by Balcer{Veinott condensation
method in total O(n2) time.
4. For further reading
The following references are of interest to the reader: [1,17].
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